Let's take a look at the appeal of B-to-B companies and the
heating facilities that work in factories that you can't normally see!
Industrial heating equipment is not seen in daily life as a factory facility.
However, heating is a very important and necessary process.
Don't you feel the back side of the heating equipment?

What did you think about ECOM ?
1st DAY: ECOM is an interesting
company.
It’s not just manufacture of thermal

What do you want to learn in this
Internship program ?

equipment but also maintenance
company.

I would like to know and feel the

I was really impressed when going to

working environment at ECOM

the factory and see many furnaces

company. Additionally, I want to know

and explained how it works. ECOM’s

what kind of process is going on to

employees also kind and welcoming

through to manufacture wonderful

me.

equipment by employees.

Message from employees 1stDAY
ECOM Internship program
She could speak English well. I could

1st Day AM : Company Description
1st Day PM :In sales department
・A work test using a heating device.
2nd Day AM :In design department
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see her actively asking questions
about her concerns.
As she had used similar equipment in

・Draw a something using 3D CAD.

her research at the university she

2nd Day PM :interview with a new

belonged to, she wanted to

employees

participate in an internship, and she

・A discussion with a employees

seemed to be clear about her interests

about ECOM

and what she wanted to be.

What did you think about ECOM ?

Message from employees 2ndDAY

2nd DAY : I visited the purchasing and

I think she experienced 3D CAD for the

design, assembly department.

first time, and I am glad that she was

It was really impressed for me and

able to respond flexibly to unfamiliar

really interesting. I got many new

tasks, and that she was interested in

knowledges, how to design 3D CAD,

many questions about the design. We

how the heat machines work, what

felt very enthusiastic about getting

are their functions. I really appreciated.

something from her through this

Then from talking with new employees,

experience. No matter what job you

It was really nice I could get many

take, I feel that your attitude to make

information about job training and job

the most of your limited opportunities

hunting. It was really nice conversation.

in the future is a great advantage.

What I felt through my two-day
internship
For those two days, I really happy and
grateful because I chose ECOM for
Internship. I had got so many new
knowledges and experiences. All the
staff here are so nice. Also I wanted to
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improve my Japanese.

Ecology & Combustion Inc.
Message from Internship Manager
It was impressive that she was very polite and good at greeting and reconciliation.
I thought it was wonderful to feel that we could both enhance by working together.
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